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Insulating particles can become highly electrified during powder handling, volcanic eruptions, and the
wind-blown transport of dust, sand, and snow. Measurements in these granular systems have found that smaller
particles generally charge negatively, while larger particles charge positively. These observations are puzzling
since particles in these systems are generally chemically identical and thus have no contact potential difference.
We show here that simple geometry leads to a net transfer of electrons from larger to smaller particles, in
agreement with these observations. We integrate this charging mechanism into the first quantitative charging
scheme for a granular system of identical insulators and show that its predictions are in agreement with
measurements. Our theory thus seems to provide an explanation for the hitherto puzzling phenomenon of the
size-dependent charging of granular systems of identical insulators.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It has been known since ancient times that two objects
rubbed together can charge each other �1,2�. This frictional
or “triboelectric” charge transfer also occurs between two
insulators, which is quite remarkable considering that insu-
lators do not contain free charge carriers �2–4�. Even more
remarkable is the observation that triboelectric charging also
occurs between insulating particles that are chemically iden-
tical �i.e., that have the same contact potential� �4–8�. For
granular systems, the charging is generally such that smaller
particles charge negative while larger particles charge posi-
tive. This size-dependent charging of identical insulators has
recently been demonstrated in fluidized beds �9� and is sug-
gested by measurements in a wide variety of other granular
systems, including powder handling �10�, wind-blown sand
on Earth �11,12� and possibly Mars �13�, wind-blown snow
�14�, and volcanic eruptions �15�. Determining the physical
mechanism behind this perplexing phenomenon could pro-
duce fundamental advances in electrophotography technol-
ogy �16�, and further our understanding of the electrification
of sand, dust, ash, powder, snow, and ice, and the subsequent
occurrence of discharges and associated chemical reactions
in these systems �8,10,17–21�.

Several physical models have been proposed to explain
the triboelectric charging of identical insulators. Henry �6�
conjectured that the charge transfer was due to temperature
gradients caused by asymmetry in the rubbing, but experi-
ments by Lowell and Truscott �7,8� showed that the charging
does not depend on the rubbing speed, which affects the
temperature gradient, but only on the total distance over
which one object is rubbed over the other. Based on these
experimental results, Lowell and Truscott �8� proposed that
the charge transfer is instead due to the presence of high-
energy electrons “trapped” in defect states �22�. These states
cannot equilibrate with nearby empty low-energy states on

the same particle because of energetic constraints �2,8�. The
existence of these trapped high-energy electron states is sup-
ported by the occurrence of phosphorescence and thermolu-
minescence phenomena in insulators �23–25�. However, if
surface contact brings empty low-energy states on another
particle within close enough proximity, trapped high-energy
electrons could tunnel to those states �8�. An asymmetry in
the nature of the surface contact between the two objects
could thus produce an imbalance in the number of trans-
ferred electrons and therefore produce a net transfer of
charge. For example, the experiments of Shaw �5�, Henry
�6�, and Lowell and Truscott �7,8� showed that rubbing a
small area of one object over a large area of another, identi-
cal, object causes the former object to obtain a negative
charge.

For granular systems of chemically identical insulators,
Lacks et al. �26� recently showed that a systematic charge
transfer is produced by a different asymmetry. They showed
that, after several initial collisions in which small and large
colliding particles lose roughly equal amounts of trapped
electrons, smaller particles have nonetheless lost a larger
fraction of their trapped electrons than larger particles have.
Therefore, in subsequent collisions, smaller particles give up
fewer trapped electrons than larger particles do, leading
smaller particles to charge negatively and larger particles to
charge positively, in agreement with the measurements dis-
cussed above �9–12,14,15�.

We here identify a second mechanism that causes small
particles to charge negative and large particles to charge
positive. We show that simple geometric considerations
cause more electrons to tunnel from the larger particle to the
smaller particle than vice versa. We combine this charging
mechanism with the “multiple collisions” mechanism dis-
cussed above and develop the first quantitative charging
scheme for a granular system of identical insulators. The
scheme also accounts for the effect of particle charge on
subsequent charge transfer, following ideas inherent in the
surface state theory �27–30�, which describes charge transfer
between dissimilar insulators and between metals and insu-
lators. The predictions of our charging scheme are in both*jfkok@umich.edu
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qualitative and quantitative agreement with measurements.
In Sec. II we describe our theoretical model and discuss

its assumptions. In Sec. III, we then use this model to derive
the geometric charge transfer due to differences in particle
size, formulate a quantitative charging scheme, and compare
the predictions of this charging scheme to measurements. In
Sec. IV, we discuss the limitations of our charging scheme,
its relation to the surface state theory, and a semiempirical
adaptation of our model.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

We consider a granular system of idealized spherical in-
sulating particles that are chemically identical. For simplic-
ity, we assume that electrons on the surface of these particles
can be in either a low-energy �L� or a high-energy �H� state
�8,26�. The number of high- and low-energy electrons on the
particle’s surface at time t are denoted as niH�t� and niL�t�,
and the initial number of high-energy electrons is given by

niH�0� = 4�Ri
2�H,0, �1�

where Ri is the radius of particle i. We assume the initial
density of high-energy surface states, �H,0, to be equal for all
particles �26,31�. The surface density of low-energy electrons
is probably several orders of magnitude larger �8�, but fol-
lowing previous investigators �8,26,31� we assume that their
contribution to the charge transfer is negligible, and the ini-
tial value niL�0� is thus irrelevant.

We assume that, during a collision, electrons can relax
from high-energy states on one particle to low-energy states
on the opposite particle. Specifically, we assume that all
high-energy electrons within a distance �0 of the surface of
the opposite particle �Fig. 1�a�� will tunnel to empty low-
energy states on that particle’s surface �8,26,31�. Lowell �32�
modeled this electron transfer process in terms of the tunnel-
ing dynamics of a particle in a one-dimensional square well
separated by an energy barrier from another square well �Fig.
1�b��. He showed that the maximum distance �0 that an elec-
tron in the ground state of a square well can tunnel during a
collision is approximately given by

�0 =
�

�8mEb

ln� �

�m

tcoll

a2 � , �2�

where �= �1.12 /�2��2+��, Eb is the height of the energy
barrier between the two potential wells �see Fig. 1�b��, m is
the electron mass, � is the reduced Planck constant, tcoll is
the time scale of the collision, and a is the radius of the well
corresponding to the electron trap. Since electrons can trans-
fer between particles during collisions, net charges can de-
velop on the particles. The net charge on a particle of type i
is then given by

qi�t� = e�niH�0� − niH�t� + niL�0� − niL�t�� , �3�

where e is the elementary charge.
If the colliding particles hold net charges, then the elec-

trostatic potential difference �V between their surfaces will
make the transfer of electrons from the negatively charged to
the positively charged particle more energetically favorable
than vice versa �27,30�. Indeed, this effect will alter the bar-
rier height such that

Eb = Eb0 + e�V , �4�

where the potential difference �V between colliding particles
with charges qi and qj is approximately given by �2,30�

�V =
�0

4��0
� qi

Ri
2 −

qj

Rj
2� . �5�

Note that �V and �0 are interdependent, such that Eqs. �2�
and �5� must be solved iteratively.

III. RESULTS

A. Geometric effect in a single collision

We use the theoretical model described above to study the
charge transfer between colliding idealized spherical par-
ticles of different sizes due to the tunneling of trapped high-
energy electrons to empty low-energy states on the opposite
particle. We hypothesize that this transfer of electrons is pro-
portional to the particle’s surface area that, at the instant of

(b)(a)

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Schematic of the charge transfer occurring during a collision between two spherical particles of identical
material but of different sizes Ri and Rj. The angle �i represents the maximum angle from the point of contact on particles i and j from which
trapped high-energy electrons can transfer to empty low-energy states on the opposite particle. The area in which electrons can transfer in
this manner is indicated by the thick red arc. �b� Simplified schematic representation of the wave function of a high-energy electron in an
electron trap near the surface of another insulator with empty low-energy states. The thin black line denotes the electron’s potential energy
as a function of position and the thick blue line denotes its wave function. After Fig. 1 in Lowell �32�.
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collision, is within the distance �0 of the surface of the op-
posite particle �see Fig. 1�a��.

From Fig. 1�a�, the number of electrons transferred from
the high-energy states of particle i �−�niH� to the empty
low-energy states of particle j ��njL� is equal to

− �niH = �njL = 2��H,0Ri
2�1 − cos �i� . �6�

The angle �i represents the maximum angle from the contact
point for which the surface of particle i is within the distance
�0 of the surface of particle j �see Fig. 1�a�� and satisfies

Ri sin �i = �Rj + �0�sin 	 j , �7a�

Ri cos �i + �Rj + �0�cos 	 j = Ri + Rj , �7b�

where the angle 	 j is defined in Fig. 1�a�. Solving Eq. �7a�
for 	 j, using that cos�arcsin x�=�1−x2, squaring both sides,
and solving for cos �i we obtain

cos �i = 1 −
�0

2Ri

2Rj + �0

Ri + Rj
. �8�

Substituting this result into Eq. �6� then yields the number of
electrons transferred between the colliding particles in terms
of the particle sizes, the density of trapped states, and the
tunneling distance,

− �niH = �njL = ��H,0Ri�0
2Rj + �0

Ri + Rj
. �9�

By substituting Eq. �9� into Eq. �3� we then obtain the net
charge transfer experienced by particle i as

�qi = �e�H,0�0
2�Ri − Rj

Ri + Rj
� . �10�

Simple geometry thus leads the larger colliding particle to
obtain a positive charge denoted by Eq. �10�, while the
smaller particle loses a charge of the same magnitude. This
net transfer of charge increases with the imbalance in particle
sizes, in agreement with experimental observations
�9,12,33,34�.

Although the above result—that in a single collision the
larger particle will charge positively and the smaller particle
will charge negatively—is valid for idealized spherical par-
ticles only, we show in the Appendix that a similar charge
transfer occurs during collisions between cubical particles.
Since most natural particles can probably be described as a
superposition of spherical and cubical shapes, we argue that
the size-dependent charging of spherical and cubical par-
ticles can be generalized to natural particles.

B. Charge transfer scheme including multiple collisions

In addition to the geometric charge transfer mechanism
identified above, identical insulators can also charge through
undergoing multiple collisions �26,31�. In essence, these two
charging mechanisms are different manifestations of the
same physical process: the transfer of trapped high-energy
electrons during collisions �8�. In this section, we thus seek
to derive a charging scheme that unifies these two related
charging mechanisms.

Consider the granular system of identical insulators de-
scribed in Sec. II. The change in the number of low-energy
and high-energy electrons due to charge transfer during par-
ticle collisions is given by �26�

dniH�t�
dt

= − �
j

Nj
ijvrel
ij CijniH�t� , �11a�

dniL�t�
dt

= �
j

Nj
ijvrel
ij CjinjH�t� , �11b�

where j sums over all particle sizes present in the system, N
denotes the particle density, and 
ij =��Ri+Rj�2 and vrel

ij are
the collisional cross section and the average relative velocity
between particles i and j, respectively. The chance Cij that a
given high-energy electron on particle i will transfer to an
empty low-energy state on particle j depends on the fraction
of the particle’s surface area that is close enough to the op-
posite particle’s surface �Fig. 1�a�� to allow high-energy elec-
trons to tunnel across. We determine this fraction from Eq.
�9�, obtaining

Cij =
�0

4�Ri

2Rj + �0

Ri + Rj
. �12�

The time evolution of charges on particles in a granular sys-
tem can thus be obtained by numerically solving Eq. �11� and
using Eqs. �2�–�5� and �12� to obtain Cij.

In addition to this numerical solution, we can obtain an
analytical solution in the limit where the potential difference
between oppositely charged particles is not large enough to
significantly affect the charge transfer �that is, e�V�Eb0�. In
this case, we can substitute Eq. �12� into Eq. �11a� and solve
for niH, yielding

niH�t� = niH�0�exp�− t/�i� , �13�

where the decay time constant �i is given by

�i =
4Ri

��0�
j

Njvrel
ij �Ri + Rj��2Rj + �0�

. �14�

Using Eqs. �12�–�14� to solve Eq. �11b� for niL then yields

niL�t� = �2�H,0�
j

Njvrel
ij Rj�0�Ri + Rj��2Ri + �0�

� j�1 − exp�− t/� j�� + niL�0� , �15�

such that the net charge over time on a particle is given by

qi�t� = 4�Ri
2e�H,0�1 − exp�− t/�i�� − �2e�H,0

�
j

Njvrel
ij Rj�0�Ri + Rj��2Ri + �0�� j�1 − exp�− t/� j�� .

�16�

Equations �11� and �16� are the first quantitative numeri-
cal and analytical expressions of the triboelectric charging of
a granular system of identical insulators, respectively.
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C. Quantitative application of our charging scheme

To apply the charging scheme developed in Sec. III B, we
must assign values for the parameters �H,0 and Eb0 and the
ratio tcoll /a2. We take tcoll /a2=1 ns /Å2 based on the esti-
mates a=1 Å �32� and tcoll=1 ns for two particles that col-
lide with a characteristic speed of 1 m/s and interact over a
length scale of 	1 nm �2,32�. Note, however, that the results
depend only very weakly on the ratio tcoll /a2 due to the loga-
rithmic term in Eq. �2�. The model is more sensitive to the
values of �H,0 and Eb0, and we thus present results over the
range of realistic values of these parameters.

Results of the model, with the parameter values described
in the previous paragraph, are shown in Fig. 2. These results
are obtained by the numerical solution of Eq. �11� and the
analytical solution of Eq. �16�. We find that the charge trans-
fer is usually dominated by the multiple collision mechanism

�26,31� except when only a few collisions occur, in which
case geometric charging �Eq. �10�� dominates.

Figure 2�a� shows the dependence of the surface charge
density on �H,0 for a binary mixture of two particle sizes. The
value of �H,0 is limited between a lower bound of the typical
charge density generated in granular systems of identical in-
sulators �	1014 elementary charges /m2 �11,35�� and an up-
per bound of approximately one trapped electron per atom
�	1020 states /m2�. The predicted surface charge density
�see Fig. 2�a�� over this wide range of �H,0 is on the order of
magnitude found in experiments �11,34,35�. Moreover, the
magnitude of the surface charge density depends linearly on
�H,0 for small values, but is independent of �H,0 for larger
values of �H,0, because the electrostatic potential difference
�V between oppositely charged particles limits any further
charge transfer �see Eqs. �2�–�5��.

(b)(a)

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Average absolute value of the surface charge density as a function of the density of trapped electron surface
states for a binary mixture of two particle sizes for t /�=0.1, 1, and 10. Dashed and solid lines denote predictions of the analytical �Eq. �16��
and numerical �Eq. �11�� solutions, respectively. The results in this figure depend on the ratio of particle sizes, which we took as 1:4, and on
the barrier energy �see Fig. 1�b��, which we took as Eb0=4.5 eV �32�. Note that the results are independent of all other parameters, such as
the particle concentration and relative velocity. Those parameters only affect the characteristic charging time � �see Eq. �14��. The dashed-
dotted lines represent lower and upper limits on particle charge densities measured in wind-blown sand and dust devils �11,35�. �b� Same as
part �a� except for different values of the barrier energy Eb0, with t /�=10.

(b)(a)

FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Normalized surface charge density as a function of time for the low ��H,0=1016 m−2; thin black line� and high
��H,0=1018 m−2; thick blue line� limits of the density of trapped electron surface states for Eb0=4.5 eV. We use parameters typical for
fluidized beds �11�, with particle sizes of 100 and 400 �m which both occupy 25% of the volume and a relative velocity between the
particles of 0.1 m/s. The average absolute surface charge density is normalized to its value at 20 min. We find a characteristic charging time
� of several minutes, which agrees well with measurements of fluidized beds �36–38�. �b� The tunneling distance �0 �see Eqs. �2�–�5�� for
two particles with equal but opposite surface charge density. The solid �dashed� lines denote �0 for electrons tunneling from the negatively
�positively� charged particle to the positively �negatively� charged particle. The predicted tunneling distance is on the order of 1–2 nm, which
is consistent with previous literature estimates �1–3,32�.
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The surface charge density at which the transition be-
tween these “low-density” and “high-density” regimes oc-
curs depends on the height of the energy barrier Eb0 �see Fig.
2�b��. A reasonable upper limit on Eb0 is the equivalent
Fermi level of insulators, which is around 4.5 eV �2,32�. A
detailed electronic structure analysis would be necessary to
determine a more precise estimate for Eb0. Note that the tran-
sition between the low-density and the high-density regimes
can be very sharp �see also Fig. 3�a�� because of the interde-
pendence between the electrostatic potential difference be-
tween colliding particles ��V� and the tunneling distance
��0�. Once �V becomes on the order of Eb0, it substantially
increases �0 �see Fig. 3�b��, which in turn increases �V �see
Eqs. �2�–�5��. This positive feedback between �V and �0
produces a sensitive dependence of the tunneling distance on
the particle charges, leading to the sharp transition between
the low-density and high-density regimes for large t /� in
Figs. 2 and 3. This effect is probably not realistic for an
ensemble-averaged particle charge because the averaging
over many particles with somewhat different charges would
yield a smoother transition.

The normalized charging of a binary mixture of two par-
ticle sizes with time is shown in Fig. 3�a�. Note that the
predicted characteristic charging time of several minutes
agrees well with measurements in fluidized beds �36–38�.

It is noteworthy that, despite the large uncertainty in the
value of �H,0, our charging scheme is in quantitative agree-
ment with measurements even without the use of empirical
parameters �see Sec. IV C�. Indeed, the agreement with mea-
surements is optimal for �H,0
1016 m−2. In Fig. 4, we apply
this value of �H,0 to the charging of dust and sand in dust
devils and dust storms �20� and again find that our charging

scheme predicts particle charges of the same order of mag-
nitude as measurements �11,35�.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Relation to the surface state theory

The results in Figs. 2 and 4 suggest that the observed
size-dependent electrification of granular systems of identi-
cal insulators is due to the presence of trapped high-energy
electrons. This result raises several intriguing questions, for
instance, whether trapped high-energy electrons could also
play a role in charge transfer between dissimilar insulators
and between metals and insulators. Charge transfer in these
systems is generally well described by the surface state
theory �16,27–30�, which predicts a low-density limit, where
the final particle charge depends on the density of mobile
electron states, and a high-density limit, where the final par-
ticle charge is independent of the density of states and is
instead constrained by the electrostatic potential difference
between particles. These limits are identical to those seen in
Figs. 2 and 3. This agreement is not surprising since our
theoretical model and the surface state theory share a very
similar physical basis. However, our model proposes a spe-
cific mechanism for charge mobility: the presence of trapped
high-energy electrons. The surface state theory, on the other
hand, simply hypothesizes that mobile electron surface states
exist which provide the charge transfer. It seems plausible
then that the mobile electron states hypothesized in the sur-
face state theory are in fact trapped high-energy electrons,
whose existence is supported by the occurrence of phospho-
rescence and thermoluminescence in insulators �23–25�. The
net charging observed between metals and insulators and be-
tween dissimilar insulators could then be due to material-
dependent differences in the density ��H,0� and energy level
�Eb0� of the trapped high-energy electrons �39�.

Another important question raised by our results is
whether charging in granular systems of identical insulators
is governed by the low-density or the high-density limit �see
Fig. 2�. While this question is difficult to resolve in the ab-
sence of detailed experimental studies, the parallel with the
surface state theory, which correctly describes measurements
only in the high-density limit �16,27�, suggests that the high-
density limit is the correct regime. Note that the final particle
charges in the high-density limit are over 2 orders of magni-
tude larger than found by measurements in wind-blown sand
and dust devils �Fig. 2�a��. While this is consistent with our
result that the characteristic charging time scale of these phe-
nomena is much larger than their lifetime �see Fig. 4�, a
potential alternative explanation could be that the high-
density limit occurs at a much lower electrostatic potential
between particles than our theory predicts. Indeed, in the
surface state theory the particle charges in the high-density
limit are approximately 2 orders of magnitude smaller than
simple theoretical calculations indicate �16,27� and so a simi-
lar effect might occur for identical insulators. A potential
cause of this effect might be the occurrence of microdis-
charges between colliding particles �see Sec. IV C�. Experi-
mental studies are required to resolve these questions.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Application of our charging scheme to
dust storms and dust devils. Charging occurs due to collisions be-
tween dust �	10 �m; thin red line� and sand �	100 �m; thick
blue line� �17,20�. We used �H,0=1016 m−2 and Eb0=4.5 eV, as-
sumed a relative velocity of 1 m/s, used mass loadings of 10 g /m3

for the dust �46� and 100 g /m3 for the sand �17�, and used a par-
ticle density of 2650 kg /m3 �17�. The predicted characteristic
charging time is approximately 2 h. The top dashed line indicates
measurements of the average charge density of saltating sand �11�,
while the bottom two dashed lines denote lower and upper limits of
measurements of the negative charge density held by individual
10 �m dust particles �35�. Note that the numerical �Eq. �16�� and
analytical �Eq. �11�� solutions, which respectively do and do not
account for the effect of particle charges on subsequent charge
transfer during collisions, yield identical results �see also Fig. 2�a��.
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B. Limitations of the theoretical model

Our theoretical model �see Sec. II� is necessarily idealized
and neglects certain processes that could affect the charge
transfer, especially for particles holding large surface charge
densities. First, the model neglects the transfer of low-energy
electrons. This assumption is probably justified for low val-
ues of the particle charge. However, when particle charges
increase, the energy of low-energy electrons on one particle
can be significantly higher than that of empty low-energy
states on the oppositely charged particle, which would lead
to tunneling of these low-energy electrons. A more detailed
model should consider this effect.

A second limitation of the present model is that it does not
account for the occurrence of electric discharges between
oppositely charged colliding particles. Such discharges can
occur if the electric field between the particles exceeds the
breakdown electric field described by the “Paschen law,”
�19,40�

Ebr =
BPT0/T

C + ln�PLT0/T�
, �17�

where C=ln�A / ln�1 /�+1��, P and T are the gas pressure and
temperature, and L is the distance over which the discharge
occurs. The constants A, B, and � determine the ionization
coefficients �40� at T0=293 K for different gases. An electric
discharge will thus occur if the electric field a distance L
from the surface of a charged particle with surface charge
density 
 exceeds the breakdown field Ebr. From Gauss’ law,
the electric field produced by the particle equals

Ep =

R2

�0�R + L�2 . �18�

Solving for the minimum surface charge density 
br at
which electric discharges occur for the terrestrial atmo-
sphere �i.e., P=105 Pa, T=288 K, A=15 m−1 Pa−1, B
=365 V m−1 Pa−1, and �=0.01 �40��, we find that 
br is
equal to 0.3 and 0.09 mC /m2 for particles of 10 and
100 �m diameters, respectively. Conversely, for the Martian
atmosphere �i.e., P
700 Pa, T
230 K, A=15 m−1 Pa−1,
B=350 V m−1 Pa−1, and �=0.01 �19,40��, 
br is equal to 2.4
and 0.04 mC /m2 for particles of 10 and 100 �m diameters,
respectively. For the 100 �m particles, 
br is thus on the
order of surface charge densities predicted in Figs. 2 and 4.
Depending on the density of trapped high-energy electrons
�Fig. 2�a�� and the energy barrier �Fig. 2�b��, the magnitude
of the particle charging could thus be limited by the occur-
rence of “microdischarges” between colliding particles, espe-
cially for large values of t /�. Such discharges often occur
during experiments with dissimilar insulators under Earth
ambient conditions �2�. Moreover, terrestrial dust devils have
been observed to emit nonthermal microwave radiation �41�,
which is presumably produced by microdischarges between
colliding particles �42�. Note, however, that experiments
with toner particles argue against the concept of microdis-
charges limiting the collisional charge transfer between insu-
lators �43�.

Finally, larger scale discharges have also been observed to
occur in granular systems of identical insulators �44,45� and
could also limit the particle charge.

C. Semiempirical adaptation of the model

To allow more flexibility in modeling experiments, a
semiempirical version of the model can be used, in which an
effective length scale �eff=CE�0 is used in place of �0 in Eqs.
�12�–�16�. The empirical parameter CE thus relates the effec-
tive distance from the point of contact over which charge is
exchanged ��eff� to the theoretical tunneling distance ��0� and
is introduced to account for processes that cause the charge
transfer for nonidealized particles to differ from our purely
theoretical considerations. For example, while our simple
model assumes perfectly spherical particles and thus a single
point of contact during collisions, natural particles are irregu-
lar and will contact each other at many separate locations.
Moreover, the transfer efficiency of high-energy electrons
within the tunneling distance �0 will not be unity because of
the energetic constraints that limit the transition of high-
energy electrons to empty low-energy states �2,8�. Further-
more, rubbing that may occur during collisions can increase
the distance from the “contact point” for which charge is
exchanged beyond the theoretical tunneling distance of Eq.
�2� �3�. The empirical parameter CE can also account for the
fact that the transfer efficiency of high-energy electrons is a
function that depends on distance rather than being a step
function at the distance �0. Note that CE strongly affects the
time constant �=� jNj� j /� jNj �see Eq. �14�� with which
charging takes place but does not affect the final charges for
large t /�. Measurements of the characteristic charging time
of granular systems of identical insulators could thus deter-
mine CE for a particular material �39� without any knowl-
edge of the density of trapped high-energy electrons.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We show that the widely observed size-dependent tri-
boelectric charging of chemically identical insulators
�9–15,35� is partially due to simple geometrical consider-
ations that produce a net transfer of electrons from larger to
smaller particles. This charging mechanism supplements the
previously identified “multiple collision” charging mecha-
nism �26,31�. We combined these two related mechanisms
into the first quantitative scheme of the size-dependent
charging of a granular system of chemically identical insula-
tors. Based solely on theoretical considerations, predictions
of our charging scheme are qualitatively and quantitatively
consistent with measurements of both the magnitude and the
characteristic time scale of the charging. Our theory thus
seems to provide an explanation for the hitherto puzzling
phenomenon of the size-dependent charging of granular sys-
tems of identical insulators.

Our charging scheme can be used to study the electrifica-
tion of a wide range of granular systems, including fluidized
beds �9,36–38�, powder handling �10�, wind-blown sand and
snow �11–14,17,19�, dust storms and dust devils �18,20�,
thunderstorms �8,21�, and volcanic eruptions �15�.
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Careful measurements are required to further illuminate
the basic physical processes underlying the triboelectric
charging of identical insulators and to test and refine our
charging scheme.
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APPENDIX: CHARGE TRANSFER BETWEEN
CUBICAL PARTICLES

We showed in Sec. III A that, during collisions between
spherical particles, more trapped high-energy electrons trans-
fer from the larger to the smaller particle than vice versa. In
this appendix, we show that a similar effect occurs for cubi-
cal particles.

In addition to the assumptions described in Sec. II, we
assume that the difference in the size of the colliding cubical
particles is large, such that the collision is synonymous to
that of a cubical particle colliding with a flat plane �Fig. 5�.
Moreover, for simplicity we neglect variations in the angle of
rotation perpendicular to the plane that is illustrated in Fig. 5.
Accounting for variations in this angle significantly compli-
cates the below derivation, while it yields the same qualita-
tive result.

From the illustration of the charge transfer in Fig. 5�a�, we
find that the number of electrons transferred from high-
energy states on the smaller particle to empty low-energy
states on the larger particle equals

− �nS,H = �nL,L = �H,0�0� DS

sin �
+

DS

cos �
+

�0

sin � cos �
� ,

�A1�

where the subscripts S and L refer to the smaller and larger
colliding particles, respectively, DS is the radius of the
smaller particle, and the angle � is defined in Fig. 5�a�. Con-
versely, the number of trapped high-energy electrons trans-
ferred from the larger to the smaller particle equals �see Fig.
5�b��

− �nL,H = �nS,L

= �H,0�0� DS

sin �
+

DS

cos �
+

��0

2
� 1

sin �
+

1

cos �
�� .

�A2�

As was the case with spherical particles, the charge transfer
between cubical particles of different sizes is thus asymmet-
ric. This asymmetry is due to the unequal contributions near
the side of the small cube �that is, the shaded triangle in Fig.
5�a� for the smaller particle and the ovals in Fig. 5�b� for the
larger particle�. By subtracting Eqs. �A1� and �A2�, we find

that the net charge transfer experienced by the larger particle
equals

�qL =
e�H,0�0

2

sin � cos �
��

2
�sin � + cos �� − 1� . �A3�

The above equations are valid for sin ���0 /DS. Since DS
��0 we can safely neglect the small contribution from
sin ���0 /DS. We thus obtain the average charge transfer
between colliding particles by integrating over the angle �,

�qL 

4

�
e�H,0�0

2�
arcsin��0/DS�

�/4
�

2
�sin � + cos �� − 1

sin � cos �
d�


 2e�H,0�0
2��1 −

2

�
�ln

DS

�0
+ ln 2� , �A4�

where we again used that DS��0 and that cos�arcsin x�
=�1−x2. In comparison with Eq. �10�, the charge transfer
between cubical particles is approximately two to four times
as large as that between spherical particles.

FIG. 5. �a� Schematic in the xz plane of a collision between a
small cubical particle with diameter DS and a much larger cubical
particle with diameter DL. The distance of the points S1, S2, L1, and
L2 to the opposite particle is exactly �0. These points, respectively,
lie at ��0 ,�0 / tan ��, ��0 ,−�0 tan ��, �0,�0 /sin ��, and �0,
−�0 /cos �� relative to the point of contact C in the xz plane. The
total area of the smaller cube that lies within a distance �0 of the
larger cube is thus A=DS�CS1+DS�CS2+�CS1�CS2 �see Eq.
�A1��, where �CS1=�0 /sin � and �CS2=�0 /cos � are the distances
of S1 and S2 from C, and the shaded triangle denotes the area
0.5�CS1�CS2. �b� As in �a�, except for the yz plane. The outer gray
square represents the larger cube and the dashed rectangle denotes
the projection of the smaller cube on the surface of the larger cube.
The dotted line represents the line of contact between the particles
and the solid line denotes the points on the larger cube for which the
distance to the smaller cube is exactly equal to �0. The two semio-
vals are described by the equations y= ���0

2−z2 sin2 � �z�0� and
y= ���0

2−z2 cos2 � �z�0�. The total area on the larger cube over
which high-energy electrons can tunnel to the smaller cube is thus
obtained by integrating these equations �which produces the third
term in the brackets on the right-hand side in Eq. �A2�� and adding
the result to the area between the lines L1 and L2 �which produces
the first two terms in Eq. �A2��.
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